Diagnostic value of SPIO-mediated breath-hold, black-blood, fluid-attenuated, inversion recovery (BH-BB-FLAIR) imaging in patients with hepatocellular carcinomas.
We assessed the value of adding a breath-hold, black-blood, fluid-attenuated, inversion recovery (BH-BB-FLAIR) sequence with a small motion-probing gradient (b=10 s/mm(2)) using superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) to our present studies that utilize SPIO to detect hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). We used inversion recovery (IR) in a FLAIR sequence to suppress signals from cysts and a low b-value to suppress vessel signals and provide higher signal to noise than that using high b-value diffusion-weighted imaging. Use of SPIO is expected to reduce the signal in both normal liver parenchyma and in most benign lesions. In 19 patients, we reviewed 38 HCC nodules diagnosed by CT arterioportography (CTAP) and CT during hepatic arteriography (CTHA). We divided SPIO-mediated images into sets, those obtained with and without BH-BB-FLAIR. Six radiologists individually interpreted the 2 image sets and sorted them by their confidence levels for the presence of HCC, and we calculated the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (Az) for each image set. On images obtained with BH-BB-FLAIR after SPIO administration, 33 of the 38 HCC nodules appeared as areas of high signal and cyst signal was extinguished. The ROC analysis showed significantly higher Az values in the set with BH-BB-FLAIR (0.89) than in the set without (0.83). Adding BH-BB-FLAIR to existing SPIO-mediated imaging protocols improved detection of HCC nodules and added only 24 s to the scan time.